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20th July 2016, 05:03 AM

 Re: Mark 'Marty' Rathbun on Tony Ortega and the
Underground Bunker v. Scientologists

wow this conversation has wandered off into the underbrush.
Sounds like Marty has become one with the Hubbard...
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 HelluvaHoax!, Jump laughed at this post
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 Re: Mark 'Marty' Rathbun on Tony Ortega and the
Underground Bunker v. Scientologists

Wooo.. I'll just be sitting quietly pondering: if a moderator edited a
post on a faraway blog and nobody was reading it, would it still be
moderated?
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 Originally Posted by Mick Wenlock 

wow this conversation has wandered off into the underbrush.
Sounds like Marty has become one with the Hubbard...
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"Of course, if it's true that Mr. Hubbard was never injured during the war, 
then he never did heal himself using Dianetics principles, 
then Dianetics is based on a lie, and then Scientology is based on a lie." - Tommy Davis
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 Phoenix8, I told you I was trouble, Emma laughed at this post

20th July 2016, 05:54 AM

 Re: Mark 'Marty' Rathbun on Tony Ortega and the
Underground Bunker v. Scientologists

There are people around who work on the basis of making
somebody hallucinate. You know.
There's a whole play dedicated to it called Gaslight. You
know, they work on this? A guy
works on this girl, and works on this girl: By changing
the actual physical universe, makes
her think she's crazy you see till- "Where did you put
the staircase Paula?" And anything
that happens, he does it and then he blames it on her. And
she can't remember doing it, so she
thinks she's gone mad. So therefore, she thinks she's having
illusions, you see, or hallucinations. 
So people work on this all the time.

-- Dianetic Auditing, A Lecture Given on 21 July 1966
http://www.timecops.biz/forum/viewtopic.php?f=26&t=1674
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 Originally Posted by HelluvaHoax! 

Hubbard actually mentioned "Gaslight(ing)" on one of the
Briefing Course tapes and does a little impersonation from the
movie ([wiki=spookily delivered with an accent][/wiki]): "Where
did you hide the staircase, Paula?"

It was just a brief reference. Dr. Hubbard (probably because he
was momentarily distracted by the enormous burden of freeing
mankind) forgot to mention that he was constantly Gaslighting
all Scientologists.
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 HelluvaHoax! says "thank you" for this post

 Jump, HelluvaHoax! liked this post

20th July 2016, 06:07 AM

 Re: Mark 'Marty' Rathbun on Tony Ortega and the
Underground Bunker v. Scientologists
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There are people around who work on the basis of
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Thanks!

Wow, impressive that you found that so quickly--or at all!

Possibly also impressive that after so many decades I even
remembered that section of that tape, and only was off by one
word on the quotation! 

Or perhaps not so impressive--if the reason I can recall that so
easily is that Dr. Hubbard's words are engramically "traced on my
cells". LOL
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Jan 2009
20,378

making somebody hallucinate. You know.
There's a whole play dedicated to it called
Gaslight. You know, they work on this? A guy
works on this girl, and works on this girl: By
changing the actual physical universe, makes
her think she's crazy you see till- "Where did you
put the staircase Paula?" And anything
that happens, he does it and then he blames it on her.
And she can't remember doing it, so she
thinks she's gone mad. So therefore, she thinks she's
having illusions, you see, or hallucinations. 
So people work on this all the time.

-- Dianetic Auditing, A Lecture Given on 21 July 1966
http://www.timecops.biz/forum/viewtopic.php?f=26&t=1674

________________________

Scientology literally saved my life! Without Ron's books I would have frozen to
death!!! (see avatar)

Scientology in one word? HelluvaHoax!

I never felt as free as when I freed myself from "Total Freedom".

For offended Scientologists reading this blasphemy about L. Ron Hubbard---
my apologies for talking about real life without lying to you, like Scientology,
with goo-goo theta-talk. I know you don't have a floating needle right now.
You're not supposed to. 
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 pineapple says "thank you" for this post

 ILove2Lurk, Jump laughed at this post
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It made a deep impression when I heard the tape -- I think on
HSDC -- because my parents used to refer fondly to the 1944
movie (which at the time I'd never seen) and Hubbard was the only
other person I'd ever heard make reference to it.

I googled "l ron hubbard where did you put the staircase paula".
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 Originally Posted by HelluvaHoax! 

Thanks!

Wow, impressive that you found that so quickly--or at all!

Possibly also impressive that after so many decades I even
remembered that section of that tape, and only was off by one
word on the quotation! 

Or perhaps not so impressive--if the reason I can recall that so
easily is that Dr. Hubbard's words are engramically "traced on
my cells". LOL
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.
<<<< In totally unrelated news, time for an avatar change.
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